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325 Word Bio

Originally from the San Francisco bay area, Chris Thompson is a New York City-based music producer, arranger, and percussionist. His tracks paint introspective portraits of anxiety, glee, and sentimentality by blending the high-energy sound world of modern drum & bugle corps with the experimentalism of contemporary classical and electronic music.
Released in 2017, his debut solo EP Lot Hero "blurs the boundaries between the messy imperfection of memory and the clarity promised by machines" (NOWNESS.com). "Hypnotic, otherworldly electronics" (thrdcoast.com), meticulously assembled samples from the parking lots of drum & bugle corps shows, and mid-20th century wire recordings of his own family tell the story of a "Lot Hero" -- any individual who struggles to reconcile past glory with present reality. 

The influence of Chris' experience as a percussionist and arranger are evident in his composition: for over a decade he has been a member of Alarm Will Sound and the American Contemporary Music Ensemble (ACME), and he recently toured internationally as a performer with Tyondai Braxton's HIVE. Guest appearances include performances with Antony and the Johnsons, Björk, Doveman, The Knights, Lang Lang, the Metropolitan Opera, They Might Be Giants, and the Broadway productions of various shows including The Phantom of the Opera and Wicked. At age 15, he was one of the youngest-ever members of the Santa Clara Vanguard drumline, an experience that had a profound impact on his musical direction and artistic worldview. He later studied classical and contemporary percussion at UCLA (BA '01) and Juilliard (MM '03).

As an arranger working to translate experimental electronic music into the world of live acoustic performance Chris has collaborated with a diverse range of artists including Dirty Projectors, Nico Muhly, Matt Rogers (Gameshow Outpatient), Brian Reitzell (Hannibal, American Gods), and Valgeir Sigurðsson. He has participated in the world premieres of over 100 new works, and can be heard on 25 studio albums.

His next album Everything Imaginable Comes True will be released in early fall 2018.
